
SFX AUTOMATIC
Sfx Automatic gives you the tools you’ll
need for adding digitized audio from
your private collections to your
ServerSound centralized library. During
the process of mapping the audio, Sfx
Automatic automatically creates an “on-
the-fly” database based on the names of
the directory tree structure, and the
audio file names. The newly mapped
audio is then instantly available  for
everyone’s use for word searches,
auditioning, and downloading from the
browser. An editor feature allows you to
export this newly created database to
any word processor for editing, and can
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A full kit of powerfully automated
mastering tools that make it easy to add
new audio to your centralized hard disc
library.Whether your ripping audio from
a SFX CD, or finally transfering all those
great effects you’ve been stockpiling on
DAT or 1/4-inch tape.
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“ServerSound became a very important business and
artistic tool within days of installation. It is superfast,
easy to use, and worth every penny!”

then be re-imported to the ServerSound
system. Sfx Automatic has a built in
feature that will automaticaly search for
new audio. Editors can drop any new
audio files they have created to the
appropriate folders on any local hard
drive or centralized hard drive array, and
Sfx Automatic will then automatically add
the new audio to the centralized library for
everyone’s use.

Sfx Automatic supports AIFF, .WAV, SDII,
MPEG3 file formats, and 44100 khz &
48000 khz sample rates.

Tools Include:

mSoft MASTERING STATION
All the tools you need for mastering
from commercially available library
CDs. The mSoft Mastering Station
includes a sophisticated audio ripper,
an automated index slicing tool, and a
database editor.

Sound effect CD’s are generally full of
indexes, which can result in hours of
work seperating the tracks into their
individual indexes. With the automated
indexing tool you can slice all the tracks
on a SFX CD into individual indexes, a
simple job of a few minutes rather than
a laborious task of many hours.

Also, mSoft Mastering Station provides
an editor that lets you create new library
databases, as well as edit existing ones.

CD COPY
CD Copy is a stand alone “CD Audio
Ripper” that can be used on any PC
client computer with a high quality CD-
ROM reader. The newly transfered
audio can then be downloaded over the
system’s network to the ServerSound
Server computer for final mastering
and mapping.

ProMaster Software
Mastering Suite for
ServerSound!
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